
Iceland has so much to offer travelers,
from the wild and dramatic landscape and
the majestic waterfalls and glaciers, to the
endless adventures to be had while hiking,
biking, caving and exploring the natural
wonders that fill the Island.

Prices are lower and
there are fewer

travelers so it's less
crowded than during
the summer months.

The days are longer, 
so you’ll have more 

time to explore 
without the crowds 

and highseason 
prices.

APRIL - MAY SEPTEMBER-
NOVEMBER

JULY - AUGUST
You’ll experience long 

days, midnight sun, 
better weather and 

everything being more 
green and lush. 

WHAT TO DRINK

Langostine
Lobster soup

Puffin
Minke Whale

Reindeer

Brennevin
Local microbrews

Wine is very expensive!

Iceland

The Golden Circle route is teeming 
with natural wonders like Gullfoss 
waterfall, Geysir and glaciers. The 

most accessible area from Reykjavik, 
the Golden Circle is a popular route.

Golden Circle

Reykjavik is a small town, but is
overflowing with things to do, from

art museums, the impressive
Hallgrímskirkja Church, Laugavegur

walking street and harbor areas

Reykjavik

The entire coastline of the island
offers dramatic scenery, incredible

hiking and picturesque red and black
sand beaches. Many visitors choose
to rent a car or join a tour group that

circles the whole island.

Coastline

WHAT TO DO

1. Soak in thermal baths
2. See the Northern Lights
3. Tour the Golden Circle

4. Try new culinary delights
5. Horseback riding
6. Whale watching
7. Caving & hiking

8. Explore Thorsmork
9. Visit Snæfellsnes

10. See geothermal geysirs 

WHAT TO EAT
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Tips & Info

Credit cards are the accepted method
of payment everywhere so cash isn't
needed.
Tipping isn't expected.
Showering is required before entering
a thermal bath.
Bring your own towel and slippers to
the Blue Lagoon.

Transportation
From the airport, either rent a car or grab a seat on one of the 

tourist transfer buses that are waiting outside

The Northern Lights can't be seen
year round. They are best viewed
during the cold months from
midnight to 3am with a camera
tripod.
Make restaurant reservations well
ahead of time.

WHEN TO GO

WHERE TO GO

A shortcut guide to

http://www.savoredjourneys.com


